
   

  

Dayku Tips, Tricks, and Mindsets (For Haiku Writing Rogues) 

 

1. Kim Stafford tells us to Ideas for writing are 

everywhere

Stafford calls this being  

 

2. schedule for writing dayku.  I write a dayku when I notice a seed idea 

th

that moment, I compose it in my head, and get it on paper later. Sometimes I text 

myself a dayku reminder because I always have my phone.  

 

3. compose on the computer.  Playing with the form on 

the page is a good fit for me.  I write with the mindset that one part of my paper is a 

playground.  Then, I rewrite my finished version on another part of the page.  I am 

loose and fun with the composing process.  I embrace the messy version that shares 

space with my final version.   
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The rough draft is on the left and the final draft is on the right. 

 

 
4. I usually start with a seed idea and scratch it across my journal page without regard 

for whether it will be the first, middle, or last line of my dayku. I see how many 

syllables it has. Five? Seven? Close to five? Close to seven? I see how I can tweak the 

idea.   

 

5. I also pay attention to the sound and rhythm of the words in my daykus.  I read it 

aloud. Does it have a nice flow? Does the first line sound like a first line? Does the last 

line sound like a last line?   

 

6.  either

any big expectations to these little gems.  Some are awesome and some are mediocre, 

but daily short burst writing brings me joy, calms me down, and helps me notice life 

s enough even when if my sweet seventeen syllables are a 

bit clunky. 

 

7. If my seed idea seems like it needs a lot more syllables than seventeen, I make a long 

title. 

  

8. I compose almost all my daykus in my everyday journal, and then I post a lot of them 

on Instagram with a paired image, or photograph of the dayku itself.  You can see 

samples @lorrie_stories.  For SumoWriMo

to my official SumoWriMo    



   

 

9. For SumoWriMo, you can write more than seven, but there is no expectation that you 

must.  


